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1. Executive Summary
Air pollution is a global challenge and a major concern in major cities around the world. In order to set up
and maintain an acceptable level of ambient Air Quality Monitoring System (AQMS) specific measures
need to be taken. While networks of fixed measurement stations have been a quite accurate solution
during the past years, the low spatial resolution of the collected data does not allow the assessment of
the spatial variability of pollutants in detail while other drawbacks include their large size, high price and
laborious maintenance.
It has been reported that an increase in network size of fixed stations can lead to increased complication,
exponentially growing costs and effort for data analysis and visualization. Thus, engaging citizens into
being part of a collaborative system of the emission monitoring infrastructure can contribute towards this
direction, bringing different complexities, issues, challenges and opportunities than the static-based
solution. This deliverable aims to explore the current state of the art in air quality monitoring approaches
and consider the inclusion of citizens into an open and collaborative process for an enriched air quality
monitoring system. Thus, in order for citizens to become a vital part of this system and contribute
towards the reduction of urban air pollution, the motivation and the way to attract and engage them is
explored. Finally, based on the discussion around current and past projects with similar scopes to
CAROLINA from the city of Istanbul and the findings of the literature review, further opportunities and
suggestions towards the deployment of such a system are provided.
The leading team from EPFL consisting of Emmanouil Barmpounakis, Nikolas Geroliminis and Caio
Beojone conducted the initial literature review related to the direct scopes of the specific deliverable and
the relative A2003 task of CAROLINA project. Due to the significant advances in sensors’ technology and
monitoring technology during the past two decades, the literature studied is for the past two decades
(2000-2020) and since the literature on the subject of Air Quality Monitoring (AQM) is very broad,
considerable effort was put in order to include high quality papers and identify papers with overlapping
results and/or conclusions. In this deliverable, insightful findings regarding the different AQMSs,
emphasizing on Vehicle Sensor Networks, Hybrid Systems, Open and Community-based approaches and
motivation for citizens are reported. The first draft was distributed to the rest of the partners in
September 2020 and comments by Raúl Urbano Escobar and Esteban Ferro Santiago (CTAG) were
addressed while additional references were also included in the text. Following, the main section titled
“Istanbul: An early adapter city” was formed by using input from the team of IMM and ISBAK. The
experience from current and past projects was aligned with the findings of the literature review regarding
the challenges and caveats during the deployment of a low-cost sensor system. In addition, after the
formation of the specific section and the insightful comments from the experience from previous projects
in the city of Istanbul, suggestions and advice regarding a future system to be adopted were included. For
a more complete recommendation, Emmanouil Barmpounakis and Patrick Stokking from EPFL were
collaborating to review and discuss case studies related to the A2005 task of CAROLINA that could be
related to the scopes of the specific section of the deliverable. Then, the deliverable was being updated
continuously based on new studies that were being published based publication alerts and literature
review using specific keywords. Finally, the summarizing results of a success deployment methodology for
an AQMS, the concluding remarks and the lessons learnt are discussed in the final sections of this
deliverable.
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The literature review has two important directions as discussed in the following sections. The first one
describes the state-of-the-art and identifies the main issues that should be taken into consideration by
policy makers, researchers and practitioners during the first stages of the design and deployment a
network of sensors. It is an important guide that not only categorises challenges and caveats but also
identifies substantial opportunities to maximize the success rate of such a system. Compared to earlier
approaches, a hybrid system is suggested the ideal solution using the latest powerful data fusion
techniques and technological advancements. Since the low-cost sensors are still not flawless in terms of
accuracy, calibration and collection of high-quality data should be the primary goal. The second direction
that is related to the engagement of the citizens to participate in an AQMS identified that some of the
main concerns of the citizens’ participation include privacy, data quality and energy efficiency issues.
Additionally, it is important to maintaining their engagement and participation throughout the data
collection process is of major importance and can be guaranteed by quality feedback, economic or other
incentives and technological support. Finally, as communities have been demanding a greater role in
decision-making that affects their lives it is vital to communicate the results of such participation in a
clear way. The last part of the deliverable discusses how the findings of the literature review combined
with the experience from current and past projects in the city of Istanbul, can be a unique opportunity for
the successful deployment of a low-cost sensor system in a city like Istanbul.

2. Introduction
Air pollution is a major concern in many urban areas around the world. Human health is affected
noticeably as while the air quality (AQ) of cities is decreasing, the risk of stroke, heart disease, lung
cancer, and chronic and acute respiratory diseases, including asthma, increases for the people who live in
them (WHO, 2018). The World Health Organization (WHO), that works with countries and cities to
monitor air pollution and improve AQ, reports that 4.2 million people die every year as a result of
exposure to ambient (outdoor) air pollution, while 91% of the world’s population lives in places where AQ
exceeds WHO guideline limits (WHO, 2020). The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
identified six “criteria pollutants” as pollutants of concern because of their impacts on health and the
environment: ozone (O3), particulate matter (PM), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulphur
dioxide (SO2), and lead (Pb) (Williams et al., 2014). The increased traffic volume has been reported as one
of the most significant causes of ambient air pollution in 20 European cities (Gulia et al., 2015). The
concentration of air pollutants is highly location-dependent and traffic junctions, urban canyons,
industrial installations and topological structure can have an extensive effect on local air pollution
(Vardoulakis et al., 2003).
Therefore, it is seen that specific measures need to be taken to maintain an acceptable level of ambient
AQ. These actions can be summarized as an Urban Air Quality Management Plan (UAQMP). As reported in
(Gulia et al., 2015), the basic components of an UAQMP are i) air quality objectives, ii) monitoring, iii)
emission inventory, iv) prediction and forecasting tools, v) control strategies and vi) public participation.
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2.1. Task Description
This task relates to two of the basic components of an UAQMP; these are monitoring and public
participation. It should be noted that another component of an UAQMP is also examined in task A2004 of
project CAROLINA, focusing on the predictions and forecasting tools, while a systematic review of
different UAQMPs around the globe can be found in (Gulia et al., 2015).
When it comes to the first topic, nowadays air pollution can be monitored quite accurately by networks
of fixed measurement stations. Hence, the gathered data have a low spatial resolution and cannot be
used to assess the spatial variability of pollutants in detail while other drawbacks include their large size,
high price and laborious maintenance (Hasenfratz, 2015). Apart from that, monitoring stations have been
reported to be expensive in terms of both implementation and maintenance (Haiahem et al., 2016). In
recent years several research groups started experimenting with mobile air pollution monitoring systems
(Honicky et al., 2008) like handheld devices (Common Sense project) (Dutta et al., 2009), vehicle-based
sensors (Devarakonda et al., 2013; Lo Re et al., 2014). However, in order to have a large spatial coverage,
specific strategies should be introduced to engage citizens into being part of a collaborative system of the
emission monitoring infrastructure, although it has been reported that increasing network size leads to
increasing complexity and exponentially increasing costs and effort for data analysis and visualization
(Clements et al., 2017).
Thus, the main objective of the specific task is to explore a new dimension of urban air pollution
monitoring methodologies based on portable pollution-sensing devices deployed in the street. In
addition, the collaborative dimension to expand the coverage of the system as part of the engagement of
drivers and public transport vehicles should be examined.

Aims of the Specific task
The aims of the specific task can be summarized to:
•

Exploration of the current state of the art in next generation monitoring techniques

•

Consideration of the open collaboration approach for AQ modelling and monitoring

•

Analysis on what should be the motivation, what should attract and how to engage citizens to
actively contribute towards the reduction of urban air pollution

•

Based on the findings the city of Istanbul is examined as a specific case study

2.2. Methodology
The literature review is divided into three research directions to fulfil the aims of the specific task: i)
emission monitoring techniques, ii) transportation-related open collaborative approaches and iii)
transportation-related motivation and engagement for citizens. The databases that are used are
ScienceDirect (Elsevier) and Google Scholar (Google) for a wider set of resources. Due to the significant
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advances in sensors’ technology and monitoring technology during the past two decades, the literature
studied is for the past two decades (2000-2020). Specific keywords are identified for every different
direction of the literature review.
For the first research direction, the following keywords and terms are selected for the inquiries:
•

air quality monitoring

•

mobile sensors

•

sensor network

•

emissions

The second direction including the open collaborative approaches and the motivation and engagement,
are considered really close thematically and therefore are studied together with relative keywords:
•

motivation

•

collaborative

•

gamification

•

social

3. Literature Review
3.1. Monitoring technology
Monitoring the AQ is of crucial importance as not only does it provide all the necessary information
regarding the current status of present AQ, but also contributes in the evaluation of existing policies and
their effective implementation. In order to apply an efficient and effective UAQMP, the quantification of
the different sources of ambient pollution is necessary as these data can support the decision-making
process for additional measures or the update of the existing strategies. The necessity of an effective AQ
monitoring (AQM) system is also reported in (Yang and Wang, 2017) integrated with an early warning
system when the air pollution is becoming more hazardous.
Since the early 1950s, when the automobile exhaust emissions were first linked with the formation of
urban ozone, the study of vehicle exhaust emissions has been in the centre of attention when it comes to
assessing public health and AQ (Haagen-Smit et al., 1953; Haagen-Smit and Fox, 1954). Until a few years
ago the sensors available for air pollution measurement, although very accurate, were unmanageably
sizable and high-priced. With the latest advances in the new generation low-cost portable sensors new
opportunities have been unfold with a wide range of applications, like deploying sensor networks easily
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and with very low cost (F. Karagulian et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2014; Xie et al., 2017). It should be noted
that this kind of sensors is much less accurate and requires periodic calibration. Some of them are
referenced below in Table 1:
Table 1: Potential applications of low-cost sensors (Williams et al., 2014)

Application

Description

Example

Research

Scientific studies aimed at
discovering new information
about air pollution

A network of air sensors is used
to measure particulate matter
variation across a city

Personal Exposure Monitoring

Monitoring the air quality that a
single individual is exposed to
while doing normal activities

An individual having a clinical
condition increasing sensitivity
to air pollution wears a sensor
to identify when and where he
or she is exposed to pollutants
potentially impacting their
health

Supplementing Existing
Monitoring Data

Placing sensors within an
existing state/local regulatory
monitoring area to fill in
coverage

A sensor is placed in an area
between regulatory monitors to
better characterize the
concentration gradient between
the different locations

Source Identification and
characterization

Establishing possible emission
sources by monitoring near the
suspected source

A sensor is placed downwind of
an industrial facility to monitor
variations in air pollutant
concentrations over time

Education

Using sensors in educational
settings for science, technology,
engineering and math lessons

Sensors are provided to
students to monitor and
understand air quality issues

Information/Awareness

Using sensors for informal air
quality awareness

A sensor is used to compare air
quality at people’s home or
work, in their car or at their
child’s school

An analytical survey of applications that utilize wireless sensor network (WSN) can be found in (Yi et al.,
2015). In the specific review, the authors discuss in detail and categorize the applications based on the
three different types of sensor networks i) Static Sensor Network (SSN), ii) Community Sensor Network
(CSN) and iii) Vehicle Sensor Network (VSN). The advantages and disadvantages of each method are
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summarized and illustrated in Figure 1, compared to the Conventional Stationary Monitoring Network
(CSMN). The same categorization is also followed in a later study in (Pavani and Rao, 2017). In the
following section, while we will emphasize on VSNs, that offer high spatial resolution with reduced costs,
some additional studies that utilize different types of sensors are also included.

Figure 1: Trade-off for the different types of wireless sensor networks (Yi et al., 2015)

Static Sensor Networks (SSNs)
The first approaches of an AQMS included collecting data through permanent stations that would pe part
of a CSMN. For example, in a highly industrialized area in Izmir, Turkey the monitoring network for SO2
included four permanent stations (Elbir, 2003). Two different models compared their predictions with the
data of the measured values from the monitoring network. As it has been previously mentioned, these
sensors have a very low spatial coverage while their operational cost can be significantly high. Since the
spatial representativeness of the sensors are crucial in terms of reducing and optimizing operational
costs, (Stolz et al., 2020) propose clustering methods for the redundant stations as an effective and
reliable solution. However, as proposed in (Anderson and Giddings, 2009; Arfire, 2016) there is usually a
trade-off in the measurement quality during the transition from a CSMN to a different system consisting
low-cost sensors.
One of the earliest experiments to collect data with expensive experimental mobile sensors took place in
Zurich, Switzerland, where a mobile trailer with photoacoustic technology was placed at the exit of a
tunnel to identify of ammonia (NH3), ethylene (C2H4) and carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations (Marinov
and Sigrist, 2003). A mobile laboratory in the same area was also used during project YOGAM (Year Of
Gas phase and Aerosol Measurements) covering downtown, suburban and rural areas during different
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temporal and seasonal variations (Bukowiecki et al., 2002). The development of another mobile
laboratory that measures on-road or real-world emissions from engines at the quality level specified in
the U.S. Congress Code of Federal Regulations is described in (Cocker et al., 2004a, 2004b). The specific
system can measure NOx, methane (CH4), total hydrocarbons (THC), CO, and CO2 at a frequency of 10 Hz
and were selected based on optimum response time and on-road stability. However, since the specific
system is the size of a truck it’s not easy to be used for congested urban areas. After the proposition of
collecting on-road exhaust emission to study road emissions on the long them, more than 20M exhaust
measurements of CO, hydrocarbons (HC), NO, vehicle information, speed, and acceleration were
collected over the same location for regular intervals (Bishop and Stedman, 2008; Burgard et al., 2006).
Other studies have also used instrumented vans with similar findings and challenges to face (Hagler et al.,
2010; Zhu et al., 2008).
A recent study proposes to deal with the high cost of deploying dense SSNs by using downscaled sensor
deployments (Cheng et al., 2020). Specifically, it is suggested that for the accurate monitoring of a large
city like Beijing which has over 260 sensors deployed, 60 sensors can provide sufficiently accurate results
by using the proposed downscaling method, while some issues might appear to specific sub-regions. In
(Huang et al., 2020) driving emissions were measured by both AQ monitoring stations and on-road
remote sensing systems, showing good correlation with each other and useful findings regarding the
emission control programmes were provided.
Other approaches that have been used include the conduction of controlled tests in closed environments
(laboratories) simulating different traffic and weather conditions for different scenario, such as the effect
of the A/C on vehicle emissions (Weilenmann et al., 2005), or the potential of using satellite data in AQ
monitoring and forecasting (Li et al., 2011), while several issues related to data availability and quality
appeared.

Community Sensor Networks (CSNs)
On the later years, the CSMN approach was replaced by SSNs in order to increase coverage and reduce
costs. A research and educational initiative from the U.S. EPA called as “Village Green Project” aimed to
develop a self-powered, low-maintenance monitoring system to measure AQ (Jiao et al., 2015). The
project was conducted from 2013 to 2019 and, while a pilot station was installed in Durham, North
Carolina, which demonstrated the system’s ability to monitor several common air pollutants in real-time
the project expanded to other communities across the U.S. in order to further assess the operability of
the system under different circumstances. Sensors were installed on park benches and citizens were able
to learn more about air pollutants and pollution trends, in order to increase awareness of this new
community-based AQMS (EPA, 2020). Two other examples of utilizing large-scale distributed wireless
sensors for environmental monitoring are CitySense (Murty et al., 2008), which focused mostly on urban
environments, and SensorScope (Barrenetxea et al., 2008), which focused on more harsh environments.
Such systems have also been used in later years, as a similar approach of using a simple WSN-based AQ
monitoring system (WSN-AQMS) was proposed in (Mansour et al., 2014). Later, (Zheng et al., 2016)
propose a system using portable sensors to collect the AQ information for increased coverage and then
transmit the information efficiently through a low power wide area network. Then all the information is
processed and analysed in the IoT cloud. Another portable device that uses microscopy and machine-
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learning labelled as c-Air was presented in (Wu et al., 2017). This specific device is described as costeffective compared to other solutions while for the whole system to operate a smartphone app for device
control and display of results and a remote server for automated processing are also required. A similar
approach was followed (Dhingra et al., 2019) where the end-user can not only have access to real-time
AQ information but also to forecasted information for a recommended route. In another study, data
collected from a WSN-AQMS are being pre-processed before being sent, in order to reduce
dimensionality and connect the nodes directly to the cloud computing system (Arroyo et al., 2019).
Especially with the rapid increase in the number of smartphones, some studies have suggested to allow
people collect AQ measurements and share data for an enhanced UAQMP (Wang and Chen, 2017). For
example, in (Nikzad et al., 2012) a system named CitiSense is proposed that utilized wearable mobile
sensors that are used to directly measure AQ near the user. Each device includes three electrochemical
gas sensors for monitoring exposure to carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and ozone (O3). A
phone that was equipped with AQ monitoring equipment is described in (Nyarku et al., 2018) and while
several limitations are reported, authors suggest that it can be sufficiently used for comparative
assessments. In a very recent study, a low-cost smartphone based solution was deployed in Seoul, South
Korea (Lim et al., 2019). The advantages and potential data that are collected massively and with ease
through mobile sampling with multiple low-cost sensors are emphasised to model and map street-level
air pollution levels in urban locations. While the advantages of such approaches have been clearly
documented in the abovementioned studies, the significant challenges that are associated with the use of
mobile phones for AQ monitoring, such as privacy and security issues, unpredictable human behaviour in
terms of spatial coverage, obstruction of air flow (due to placement of phones in pockets, bags etc.) were
reported early during the project N-SMARTS that utilized sensors attached on GPS-enabled mobile
phones (Honicky et al., 2008).
A client-cloud system consisting of low cost, custom-designed sensors and AQ analytics engine in the
cloud was AirCloud (Cheng et al., 2014). In order to monitor AQ, except for data from these sensors,
other data, (such as meteorological and location data) were collected to calibrate the algorithms in the
analytics engine. When sensors are not available a Gaussian process is used to infer data or further
improve accuracies of low confidence sensors. At the end of the process, the model can estimate the AQ
in the deployment area and a heatmap is created that can be utilized for applications such as pollution
tracking, trip planning, locating pollution sources etc. However it should be noted that in (Castell et al.,
2017) results show that low-cost sensors’ performance varies spatially and temporally. Authors note that
not only it is determined by the atmospheric composition and the meteorological conditions but also
changes from unit to unit. Although data quality is again noticed as a major concern especially for
crowdsource applications, these sensors are still reported to provide significant information about AQ in a
wider area (Castell et al., 2017). Data quality is also identified in (Rai et al., 2017) as a major concern,
although the deployment of low-cost sensors allows high density monitoring of the pollutants. Therefore,
these sensors’ frequent calibration, aging and manufacturing details should be taken into account when
used for air-quality monitoring (F. Karagulian et al., 2019; Federico Karagulian et al., 2019; Pavani and
Rao, 2016; Rai et al., 2017; Williams et al., 2014; Zimmerman et al., 2018), sometimes needed before and
after their deployment (Maag et al., 2018). Similar findings are reported in (Lee, 2020; Morawska et al.,
2018; Pares et al., 2020; Penza et al., 2017; Schneider et al., 2017). Authors in (Cavaliere et al., 2018)
calibrated their sensors in the laboratory and later they validated their readings on the field. They report
better scores than the ones reported already in the literature and emphasize on the robustness of the
developed station as a further key point. (Ali et al., 2020) discuss the development of a low-cost sensor
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node that can be powered by either solar-recharged battery or mains supply and uses public or private
LoRaWAN IoT network for long-range communication and short-range high data rate communication
over Wi-Fi. Authors compared the readings from this node to an accurate reference sensor and while
their readings are relative to the reference’s data, they emphasize on the calibration methods to further
improve the accuracy. Different approaches for calibration modelling, such as reference-based, semiblind and blind approaches are presented in (Marinov, 2020) and the associated challenges and
directions are discussed. The same study notes that the main aspects for a successful calibration which
are:
•

costs

•

duration

•

duration of interruption of the normal operation of the sensors

•

easy access to sensors

•

ability for in-field calibration of a large number of sensors

The results of almost a one-year field study that is described in (Bauerova et al., 2020) showed that
except for the reduced sensors’ measurement accuracy, the early detection of defective units and the
effect of meteorological conditions (such as air temperature and humidity) and different pollutants’
interference is of crucial importance for the success of a similar monitoring system and therefore a
comparative measurement prior to each sensor’s field applications is advised. Moreover, two other
commonly neglected issues regarding the deployment of such systems are reported in (Yi et al., 2018).
First, in order to dramatically reduce costs and save time, except for system architecture and data quality
issues, other practical issues should be taken into account, such as the frequent recalibration or replacing
misfunctioning parts of sensors. Secondly, sensors nodes should be easy to use and easily adaptive and
flexible to reconfigurations to modify and further develop their sensing capabilities. Other practical issues
include the choice of the location of the sensors so that they can capture the spatial variability of the air
pollutants in an optimal way, that can be tackled by developing a site suitability analysis (Fattoruso et al.,
2020).
(Bach et al., 2020) propose a layered network where one of the layers is used for data analytics and
another one for visualisation. They emphasize that for facilitated and automated decision making, the
results from the Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) models should be visualized in an
easily explainable way. Authors also conducted a traffic simulation study using the SUMO (Sumilation for
Urban Mobility) to present the value of their method (Behrisch et al., 2011).

Vehicle Sensor Networks (VSNs)
Since, in general, vehicles can cover bigger areas than pedestrians the idea of installing sensors on
vehicles has widely been proposed as an effective alternative (Haiahem et al., 2016; Morselli et al., 2018;
Wong et al., 2009). One of the early studies that used sensor nodes mounted on cars is SensorMap
(Völgyesi et al., 2008). Specifically, the device sampled the sensors (measuring ozone, CO, and NO2
concentrations) every minute (when the car is in motion) or every hour (when the car was stationary) and
stored the results tagged with a location and timestamp. Given a sufficient number of nodes and diverse
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mobility patterns, a detailed picture of the AQ in a large area will be obtained at a low cost. While the
advantages of the system are identified it is clear and that this methodology can provide a detailed record
regarding AQ and pollutant dispersion within the region, no meteorological information is included and it
cannot send the monitoring data back in real time as noted in (Liu et al., 2011). Therefore, authors
propose the use of multiple wireless sensors spread outdoors. In (Apte et al., 2017), two Google Street
View vehicles were equipped with pollution measurement equipment with promising results for detailed
pollution maps. Authors suggest the evaluation of their method in different cases while emphasize that
the deployment on public vehicles (buses, taxis, etc.) can have even greater potential and impact. In
(Anjomshoaa et al., 2018) it is suggested that although taxis and buses can offer a quite high and frequent
sample rate in busy areas of a city, the spatial coverage of a city is not complete. Therefore, the use of
trash-trucks is suggested by the authors as an alternative, that although they operate only specific hours,
they offer complete spatial coverage. As a following study, the results and highlights of a monitoring
experiment using two trash-trucks in Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA are described in (DeSouza et al.,
2020). Among the findings is that the spatial coverage of the trash-trucks is not adequate and therefore
additional sensors should be installed on a limited number of public vehicles. Additionally, the calibration
of the sensors’ measurements from nearby fixed sensors is of great importance in order to avoid
misestimations of emissions and to treat issues such as self-pollution.
(Tudose et al., 2011) suggested that a sensor embedded onto a vehicle would take readings of the
pollutant agents and using the readings of a temperature sensor, measured values are corrected
accordingly. Moreover, a GPS module would assign geographical coordinates to the values. The specific
system was tested by installing the Mobile Unit prototype on a privately-owned car and driving around a
predetermined path in the city of Bucharest, for different times of day, traffic conditions etc.
A vehicular-based mobile approach for measuring fine-grained AQ in real-time was also presented in
(Devarakonda et al., 2013) in which two cost effective data collection methods are described i) deployed
on public transportation and ii) deployed on a personal sensing device. Authors emphasize on the
importance of real time information and how this can be associated with driving patterns, as better
driving habits will lead to reduced pollution. These driving patterns can be related both to alternate
“healthy” routes based on the pollution information or eco-driving. Other studies have also used the
concept of a vehicular wireless sensor network with embedded sensors on cars or buses aiming to
monitor CO2 concentrations in the areas of interest, without reporting different findings or challenges (AlAli et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2011, 2009). Another project which included the deployment of sensors on
buses is described in (Gao et al., 2016). One of the innovations of the specific study, is its construction
which allows a better airflow-disturbance design with a good cost/coverage trade-off. The study also
includes a POI-oriented bus selection algorithm to optimize the bus lines and the number of buses that
the sensors will be deployed. However, since many issues could appear relating to the communication
protocols, attention should also be given to how fast the data are produced and the no limitation on
buffer size (Wang and Chen, 2019).
(Lee et al., 2017) describe a system in which a mobile sensor was installed on the roof of a vehicle to
measure CO2 emission. They also report promising results regarding the deployment of a fleet of such
sensors to calculate emissions. Authors in (Kolumban-Antal et al., 2020; Kumar et al., 2015) report that
the current trend is the use of mobile and micro-scale sensing accurate sensors instead of massive, costly
sensing stations. In (Kolumban-Antal et al., 2020, 2019) a low-cost mobile sensor network is utilizing
public transport fleet due the large spatial coverage in the city of Timisoara, Romania which, among
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others, focuses on the secure transmission of data. Finally, in a very recent experiment that took place in
Uppsala, Sweden, authors report the importance of route planning to increase coverage while being
operational as much time as possible without maintenance (Kaivonen and Ngai, 2020). While the
connectivity issues were overcome and accuracy of the CO sensor was satisfying, the same does not apply
for the NO2 sensor, due to its low sensitivity. Then, authors suggest that in the future other factors that
may affect sensors measurement should be examined such as the bus moving speed, the wind speed and
the effect of the bus cooling system.

Hybrid Systems
As described earlier, it is seen that the different approaches have different opportunities and challenges.
Thus, an effective alternative to using a specific type of sensor networks is the use of hybrid system. Such
cases can use different combinations of sensor networks (for example, a VSN can be a CSN at the same
time) for more effective and broader AQM. For example, in (Ma et al., 2008), a two layer network was
proposed where the mobile sub-network would be formed by public vehicles (including buses, service
vehicles, taxis and commercial vehicles as the first layer) carrying sensors and information would be fused
data from stationary sensors – the second layer of the network.
One of the first projects that such an approach was implemented is the “OpenSense” project, that
focuses on the idea of an open community sensing system (Aberer, 2012; Aberer et al., 2010). In the
specific project, sensors were deployed around the city of Lausanne, Switzerland on mobile vehicles
(buses) and stationary monitoring stations (bus stops) in collaboration with the public transport authority
of Lausanne. Additionally, a prototypical participatory AQ monitoring platform using an off-the-shelf
smartphone was introduced, which allows anyone to collect AQ data. For the same project, in
(Hasenfratz, 2015) it is reported that since the aim was to obtain a high spatial measurement resolution
in an urban area, the noise in data from these sensors can be quite challenging. Therefore, algorithms
were developed to treat it by exploiting sensor readings near governmental measurement stations to
keep sensors updated (Hasenfratz et al., 2012) and maps with a high spatial and temporal resolution were
developed to monitor air-pollution. Finally, the author proposes a novel route planning service, which
helps urban dwellers to reduce their exposure to airborne pollutants.
Another hybrid system is described in the project “HazeWatch”, which aimed to collect spatial
measurements of air pollution in Sydney by crowdsourcing and to engage users in managing their
pollution exposure via personalized tools (Sivaraman et al., 2013). A prototype low-cost and portable
system for users’ vehicles to collect air pollution data was designed, together with a smartphone app for
data annotation and sharing. The crowdsourced data would be analysed to show personal exposure of
the users and propose low pollution travel routes, emphasizing the potential benefits between pollution
exposure and health.
The use of a hybrid system was also utilized in (Lo Re et al., 2014). However the system could not provide
real-time measurements as the data would be transmitted when the bus would approach specific
stations. (Song and Han, 2019) also describe a hybrid system for AQ monitoring using 28 fixed locations
stations and 15 vehicles. ML approaches are also proposed for cases where data are not available and
significant findings are discussed (i.e. combining fixed and mobile data for training), and grid based PM2.5
maps are created for this large urban space. It is stated that while fixed location data can provide good
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spatial resolution and accurate results, the need for mobile sensors emerges. However, it should be
noted that inherent inconsistencies are reported between fixed and mobile sensors and are dealt with by
i) either treating them as two different sources or ii) assuming the fixed-location data as correct and
changing the mobile data accordingly. In (Yuan et al., 2019) a similar methodology to accurately estimate
data in areas that are not monitored is used and is validated using real data from taxis and AQ in Beijing,
China. The prediction of AQ in different areas of China is also examined in (Mao et al., 2020) in which data
from 65 AQM stations and meteorological data were collected. A deep learning framework is proposed
that can predict quite accurate the long time series and can have great potential in making atmospheric
management decisions. The combination of ML approaches with VSN is also described in (Le and Tham,
2018), showing that such systems can achieve a similar accuracy to static networks while significantly
reducing costs in communication and equipment. In a very recent study the performance of LUR models
and ML techniques was compared to predict traffic-related air pollution (Wang et al., 2020). Data were
used from sensors installed on rooftops of a moving vehicle, while a dashboard camera and a GPS device
would collect data related to the traffic conditions and the position and speed of the vehicle respectively.
Promising results to air pollution monitoring and prediction with the use of deep learning techniques are
also reported in (Kalajdjieski et al., 2020).
In (Zhang and Woo, 2020), authors propose a system that adopts both fixed and mobile sensors.
Specifically, 3 fixed and 3 mobile sensors on top of cars were deployed in Songdo area, South Korea.
While authors report promising results in both monitoring and predicting air pollution, the need for more
data coming from more sensors is also described, specifically by utilizing taxis or buses for increased
coverage.

Figure 2: The structure of the system proposed in (Zhang and Woo, 2020)

A very recent project where low-cost sensors were installed in the city of Nantes, France and deployed on
different kinds of public vehicles (driving school cars, ambulances and service vehicles) is described in
(Gressent et al., 2020). In this project, the methodology that is illustrated in Figure 2 is applied. Results
show that considering including the low-cost sensors’ observations reduces the bias to 2.5%. However,
fusing the data from the two different sources smooths the peaks in the pollution graphs but provides
better average estimations of the pollutant levels. Also, the importance to estimate precisely the error of
the devices is highlighted and spatial interpolation of the sensors to ensure better performance.
Another recent study from Lisbon, Portugal provides promising results in terms of the measured particles
concentrations and emphasizes on the need for additional tests to compare the low-cost VSN to the fixed
reference stations (Santana et al., 2020). In the specific study, significant information is provided
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regarding both the hardware solution (sensors, power supply, shape etc.) and the software solution
(system architecture, filtering techniques, server and visualisation). However, apart from the calibration
of the sensors, authors identify challenges such as the attachment of the sensor on the vehicle or the
vibrations that can cause issue to the measurements.
As a cost-effective and sustainable alternative, sensors that are installed on bicycles have also been
proposed (Vagnoli et al., 2014). The specific system is composed of three main parts i) an opensource
Arduino-based mobile platform equipped with sensors for AQM, ii) an urban GeoDatabase and iii) a Web
application for visualization of data. Another similar system was UbiAir, a mobile crowdsensing system,
that utilized the mobility of sharing bikes attached with customized IoT sensing devices to monitor large
areas with high spatial resolution (Wu et al., 2020). Cyclists had the role of the “crowd workers”, while
with advanced models and calibration methods the recovery accuracy was improved. While different
challenges arise, such as error calibration, coverage etc., UbiAir is described by the authors as “a low-cost,
accurate and scalable system, presenting promising performance and usability on combining mobile
crowdsensing”.
Bicycle-based sensors were also utilized in (Elen et al., 2013; Samad et al., 2018; Samad and Vogt, 2021;
Velasco et al., 2016) and in (Hankey and Marshall, 2015) together with Land Use Regression (LUR)
models. While the bicycle sensors can provide good accuracy in terms of data quality and spatial
coverage, authors report that their models do not perform well when there is not traffic congestion,
meteorological conditions, measurement location, etc. Therefore, it is suggested that for specific
combinations of pollutant, time-of-day and urban areas, VSNs and CSNs may offer some significant
benefits over fixed-site monitoring solutions and further work is required for the effective use of LUR
models. Similar findings are reported in (Shi et al., 2016), in which authors developed LUR models using
data from sensors on a specific vehicle covering a large area of downtown Hong Kong. While the
advantages of mobile sensors combined with LUR are also, identified authors suggest that specific
attention should be given to data aggregation. In addition, when it comes to the transferability of such
methods to different study areas, adjustments might be necessary in both the experimental design and
the data processing methods. In (Penza et al., 2017) a hybrid network is described, including 10 stationary
on public buildings like offices, schools, airport, port etc. and 1 sensor mounted on a bus. The system was
deployed in Bari, Italy and researchers aimed to raise citizens’ environmental awareness and to
demonstrate the competitive advantages of cost-effective sensors at high spatial and temporal resolution
compared to the existing outdated and expensive SSN.
The community-based project CamMobSens was a hybrid system that included sensors mounted on
pedestrians’ mobile phones and cyclists to monitor pollution (“Cambridge Mobile Urban Sensing
(CamMobSens),” 2008). The researchers from Cambridge University connected these sensors with the
phones via Bluetooth and the information collected would be sent to an open server as soon as it was
gathered. The project aimed to develop and demonstrate the capabilities of low-cost sensors to provide
data for planning, management and control of the transportation sector’s effect.
The aims of the recent project MONICA (an acronym for cooperative air quality monitoring) are really
close to the aims of CAROLINA project. Specifically, in (Vito et al., 2020) authors describe a hybrid system
that uses mobile devices to measure AQ, that can be easily attached to bicycles or backpacks. The device
allows citizens to monitor their personal exposure to pollutants and by sharing their data, high-resolution
spatiotemporal air-quality maps can be created, after analysis using geostatistical and AI technologies.
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Authors emphasize on the significance of calibrating these sensors with the existing static sensors in the
city of Portici, Naples, Italy. The advantages of a hybrid systems are also discussed in (Bardoutsos et al.,
2020) where a hybrid, holistic system is proposed to collect, monitor and analyze air pollutants and noise
indicators. They emphasize on the contribution of the human factor to increase coverage, by using
engagement and crowdsourcing methods. Among others, some of the means they refer to are social
media analytics or citizen questionnaires
Lately, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs or simply “drones”) have found applications in many areas
(agriculture, search and rescue missions, infrastructure inspection), especially with the latest advances in
their technology and the related sensor technologies (Barmpounakis et al., 2016). Drones have also
drawn the attention in the AQM related research (Hodgkinson et al., 2014). The idea of using UAVs to
collect more spatially sparse data is also reported in (Morawska et al., 2018), noting their advantage
against other methods to collect data in different altitudes. The lack of 3-dimensional data and the
opportunities that rise with the use of UAVs are also reported in (Xiaojun et al., 2020; Yi et al., 2015).
However, results from studies that deployed sensors on UAVs suggest that further improvements should
be imposed to these kind of sensors for the efficient and accurate collection of data (Alvarado et al.,
2015; Koval and Irigoyen, 2016). The spatiotemporal distributions of air pollutants next to an urban road
in Shanghai were studied in (Zheng et al., 2020). (Long et al., 2020), although they do not refer to urban
environments but open-pit coal mines, describe another good case study where drones are the main part
of an AQMS providing very detailed results. Another possible direction is to use drones as an eye-in-thesky solution and the estimation of the traffic conditions using machine vision techniques (Barmpounakis
and Geroliminis, 2020). Drones can provide a great level of detail when it comes to vehicle trajectories
and by using the appropriate microscopic models, data fusion techniques and advanced statistical
measures, the emissions of the vehicles can be accurately estimated for large urban road network, while
the quantified relation between macroscopic traffic measures and emissions can provide significant
insight for policy makers regarding the traffic restrictions of congested urban areas (Montesinos et al.,
2021). The above is further discussed in the deliverable of activities A2004 of CAROLINA project.

3.2. Open and Community Approaches: How citizens are motivated
From the results from the abovementioned studies, it is already established that air pollution can be
monitored quite accurately given that all good practices are followed. Hence, the gathered data
sometimes may have a low spatial resolution and cannot be used to assess the spatial variability of
pollutants in detail while the cost is not negligible (Hasenfratz, 2015; Zheng et al., 2016). The idea of an
open community sensing system for AQM has been proposed in different projects. The main
characteristics of an open community sensing system is the bidirectional relationship between the those
who collect and those who utilize the data. Specifically, the data collectors need to have an incentive for
contributing in sensing which could either be the feedback of how the produced data are used or
monetary and other incentives. Additionally, privacy, energy efficiency and low costs are also in the basic
requirements for a continuous and sustainable data collection process. When these are guaranteed, the
data utilizers can increase the incoming data in terms of quantity and quality, while also increasing the
spatial and temporal coverage.
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Except for the data quality related issues, communities have been demanding a greater role in decisionmaking that affects their lives (Clements et al., 2017). Citizens realize more and more that air pollution
not only impacts their communities, where they live, work or entertain, but also threatens their health,
thus they are searching of ways to document these exposures and environmental health dangers. Apart
from that, education and involvement of citizens builds awareness about the sources of air pollution,
exposure pathways, and the association between contaminants and health endpoints.
A project that emphasizes on the citizens’ role was SmartSantander (Sanchez et al., 2014, 2013, 2011).
Although SmartSantander is not directly connected to solely AQM it aims in bringing citizens and the
technology together, with cities being the meeting point. This provides an additional aspect that can be
utilised for various crowd-sourced scenarios. Authors use the term of “societal innovation” to describe
how citizens “can be immersed in a context which stimulates the conception of new ideas and quickly
engages them with solutions addressing the problems related to their ecosystem”.

Figure 3: The cycle of production and consumption of community sensing data according to OpenSense (Aberer et
al., 2010)

One of the projects that based its sustainability and success on an open community sensing system is the
previously mentioned project “OpenSense” (Aberer, 2012; Aberer et al., 2010). One of main conclusions
is the bidirectional connection between consumers (applications or communities) and producers of the
sensing data.
However, as reported in (Thompson, 2016) although many independent projects have attempted to
“crowd-sense” environmental data, the technology for low-cost sensors is not sensitive or reliable
enough to meet market demands. Therefore, in order to be an effective tool of data collection, specific
advances in analytical chemistry and collaboration withing multiple disciplines are required for crowdsensing to be an effective tool. Collaboration between multiple disciplines is also a requirement for
success.
Similar concerns are raised in (Clements et al., 2017). For example, one of the most important
requirements for long-term deployment is treating sensor failures and their replacement. Especially when
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it comes to new low-cost sensors, evaluation efforts have noted significant variation in their operability,
such as pre-mature failures and indications of short sensor lifetimes with declining performance within
the first year of use. Some other important issues to consider include data standardization, AQ data
platform etc.
In (Camprodon et al., 2019), authors report that the use of low cost sensors has been approached mainly
by either educational activities, engaging activities and raising awareness for citizens or by a more
sophisticated and scientific way to examine their potential in an AQM system. Thus, they propose a
system that can fulfil both goals, by providing a complete tool that can i) act as a solution of citizen
engagement and awareness, ii) promote open-source solutions for scientific development and iii) provide
an all-in-one, open-source and low-cost educational tool. The potential of “open data” sources that could
be applied to generate a large volume of data is also highlighted in (Lim et al., 2019). Then, with the
appropriate models, maps with fine spatial granularity and the power of ML and artificial intelligence, the
AQM could be significantly improved. The potential of ML methods to improve data quality is also
reported in (Loglisci et al., 2020) as when data is collected by non-expert practitioners data can become
unusable or even lead to wrong conclusions. In (Kristiani et al., 2020), an updated deep learning model is
developed to monitor and analyse the changing AQ data in terms of time and space as soon as they
become available, while the reports are visualized on interactive maps. (Xie et al., 2020) also report that
technical improvements such as improved Bluetooth connectivity, increased portability and more
efficient data transfer would simplify the engagement of a broader audience.
In (Cicutto et al., 2020) an open system is described, in which community residents would use wearable
PM2.5 sensors to monitor their indoor and ambient air to understand personal exposures. One of the
significant findings is that the users’ confidence in using these wearables was improved over time with
the support of coaching that occurred during home visits. It is also reported that self-monitoring of AQ
allows individuals to identify exposures of their concern and develop personalized action plans. Of course,
when the sensors do not require any specialized knowledge to be deployed and operated, citizens are
also more easily encouraged to participate in such a system (Paulos et al., 2008). The “HazeWatch”
project, that was also referred in the previous section, utilizes crowdsourcing techniques to engage users
in managing their pollution exposure via personalized tools (Sivaraman et al., 2013). The main tools of the
system are a prototype low-cost portable to data and a smartphone application for data annotation and
information sharing.
In (Castell et al., 2015) it is reported that all the positive features related to open and collaborative
approaches may lead to the effective use of low-cost sensors in different environmental and human
health fields. Especially when sensors are used in crowd sensing, citizens can take it into account when
taking decisions to improve their quality of life. For example, (Nyarku et al., 2018) report that citizens can
greatly benefit by knowing their proximity to vehicle emissions, either for social purposes (e.g. street
cafes) or exercising (e.g. walking or jogging along busy roads) or indoor environments affected by
combustion emissions (smoking, candle burning, open fire). Moreover, the involvement of citizens in the
information and decision policies regarding the air they breathe, not only rises public awareness but also
encourages them to develop sustainably toward different directions (Hasenfratz, 2015).
However, there are also significant challenges in order to get the general public in participating in AQM.
For example, the crucial parameter of user privacy is discussed in (Kolumban-Antal et al., 2020) as such
solutions may require high-priced cryptographic processes. There have been examples however that data
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collectors stated they would use a personal air pollution sensor, if they were small and light, while they
were generally not concerned about privacy or sharing their GPS location especially if the data collected
would be used for educational actions or actionable alert, with only two stating they would not share
their GPS location under any circumstances (Xie et al., 2020). In addition, the challenges of involving from
communities in environmental health research are discussed in (Rickenbacker et al., 2019). It is suggested
that the first step for researchers should be understanding the citizens’ perception before setting any
goals. Additionally, community-based research can not only build trust but can also contribute in
transforming culturally sensitive issues at a community-level. Authors also suggest that bottom-up
principles should be followed, and local residents should be involved in trainings and workshops to
promote environmental justice issues.
(Hasenfratz, 2015) reports that “obtaining and retaining the critical mass of participants to get a coherent
picture of the exposure situation in an area of interest is a formidable challenge and may require
hundreds to thousands of contributors.” Since collaboration between citizens and scientists is crucial for
the success of a crowdsourced system, it is vital that all parties understand both the advantages and
limitations of low-cost sensing (Clements et al., 2017). Additionally, while citizens who participate in such
processes can educate themselves about scientific methods and potential links between AQ and their
health, they should also be prepared for different research outcomes, such as negative or no results at all
(Clements et al., 2017). Moreover, authors report that in the case of real-time data, the distinction
between short-term high exposures versus daily or weekly averages in pollutant levels should be clearly
communicated for better decision making. The participation of citizens in the decision making process
regarding the environmental issues and the inclusion of their perception of the AQ is discussed in
(Grossberndt et al., 2020). They argue that by giving citizens the opportunity to express their views and
concerns, urban planning will certainly benefit by better understanding socio-cultural dimensions. In the
same work, they compare the citizens’ AQ perceptions compared to AQ measurements in the greater
Oslo area, showing that the perception data have the potential to indicate local AQ.
As reported in (Bonney et al., 2009; Dickinson et al., 2012) science education and participatory
democracy should be among the major outcomes projects that include and promote citizen participation.
(Gulia et al., 2015) reports that public participation should include active response from citizens and
stakeholders. Different techniques for effective dissemination of AQ information to the public include
mobile applications, street panels, mass media, websites, publications or newsletters. As (Kumar et al.,
2015) reports AQ information can allow the general public, especially those at risk, to make better
decisions regarding their health by avoiding highly polluted areas. Such a service is already operating in
London, and although it is not related to a sensor-based programme, similar services are suggested to
operate in highly polluted cities (Kumar et al., 2013; Molina et al., 2004; Peng et al., 2014). In a recent
study, the potential of higher education institutions as learning campuses of a smart city was examined
and the results showed that students can be trained to become more sustainable and care about the
impact of urban mobility in AQ by becoming part of a smart and learning environment (Mazutti et al.,
2020).
As reported in (Hasenfratz et al., 2012) the low-cost sensors deployed should be designed for mobile
measurements, using unobstructive and user-friendly methods while high-quality data are being
collected. Also, data collectors welcome feedback on the collected information as reward or incentives,
thus an effective gamification design could massively contribute in user-engagement.
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Gamification, or else the use of game-like concepts to non-game environments, is seen as the third pillar
of process innovation, along with big data analytics and crowdsourcing to gather data and solve
problems, which reflect the essence of a smart/connected city. The usefulness of gamification is
established on the concept that all traffic and transportation activities may be seen as a game, where the
user is to execute a series of actions and make a series of decisions in order to reach a certain goal
(Montola, 2005; Vlahogianni and Barmpounakis, 2017).
Such a framework is described in (Mahajan et al., 2020) where the use of interactive air quality quizzes,
offline questionnaires and low-cost air quality monitoring sensors are integrated. Results showed that
such methods can contribute greatly in understanding people’s perception about AQ but also to provide
significant insights regarding their exposure levels. In the same work, the way community engagement in
AQM can be a significant initiator for collaboration between different aspect of a community and
researchers. A similar framework, based on gamification, is also discussed in (Bosello et al., 2020) where
the use of bicycles and a Web application, enriched with gamification elements, that communicates with
a portable low-cost sensor are the basic elements of a crowdsensing system. The user interface and the
gamification mechanisms have been designed with the aim of meeting users' preferences and needs,
and, thus engaging better in the data collection process. Another project nicknamed SensorWebBike was
developed on similar concepts in order to “augment” urban social interactions to increase citizens’
awareness (Vagnoli et al., 2014), involving the local Police of Siracusa as a first step towards.
(Wang and Chen, 2017) suggest giving a higher reward to encourage drivers to collect data on locations
where pollutant concentration changes drastically, while lower the reward when cars report sensing data
with little variation. Special cases should be treated like when many drivers are collecting data from the
same area in order to increase the reward, as this may increase traffic congestion in that area. The
potential of this system should be examined by real experiments to estimate the effect of the rewarding
policies. Although a strong gamified framework is not described in (Rickenbacker et al., 2020), each
household that participated in seasonal monitoring periods received two debit cards (to total $80.00).
Authors in (Tao and Hafid, 2020) propose a framework that utilizes a deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
method to optimally assign sensing tasks to crowdsourcing users for large-scale sensing. As they report in
their study, the whole framework described includes six stages: i) registration of sensing tasks, ii)
announcement of reward rule, iii) collection of users’ information, iv) task allocation, v) execution of
sensing activities and vi) distribution of data and rewards. Hence, the DRL aims to maximize the
platform’s profit by allocating the correct sensing tasks to the mobile users.
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4. Istanbul: an early adapter city
Introduction
Since the 1980s the air pollution problem in Istanbul has received global attention and the problem has
been intensified from the late 1980s and beginning of 1990s as reported in the study of (Incecik and Im,
2012). Istanbul is a megacity with more than 15 million inhabitants and has an area of 5343 km2 covering
39 districts. Istanbul is one of the most important cities in Turkey that straddles Europe and Asia across
the Bosphorus Strait, that connects the sea of Marmara to the Black Sea. The city is a centre of industry,
economics, finance and culture with its Old City reflecting cultural influences of the many empires that
once ruled here. Many historical areas of the city have recently been added to the list of UNESCO World
Heritage. In the European part, the city is built on seven hills and is surrounded by historical city walls.
As reported in (Incecik and Im, 2012) the main emission sources in Istanbul are traffic, industrial
processes, domestic heating, road dust and biogenic emissions. The rapid urbanization and development
of the society and economy after the 1970s is among the causes of the increase in pollution. Traffic was
the secondary source in the 1980s showing increasing trends even after the 2010s. As the study of
(Incecik and Im, 2012) is quite detailed in terms of describing the situation of AQ in Istanbul, in this
deliverable we will mostly focus on the aspects directly related to the CAROLINA project.

Figure 4: A map of Istanbul with air quality measurement stations (https://havakalitesi.ibb.gov.tr/Pages/AirQuality)

Although Istanbul has a dense AQ network (Figure 4) not all particulate matters and pollutants are
measured everywhere (Table 2). The monitoring network that has been developed and can be visualized
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in https://havakalitesi.ibb.gov.tr/Pages/AirQuality describe the AQ in Istanbul in 6 different categories, i)
Good, ii) Medium, iii) Sensitive, iv) Unhealthy, v) Poor and vi) Dangerous, as can be seen in Figure 5, while
other visualizations can include i) the land use, ii) population density and iii) traffic conditions etc.

Figure 5: The 6 different categories of AQ in Istanbul (https://havakalitesi.ibb.gov.tr/Pages/AirQuality)

Thus, in order to understand the factors that affect the AQ in a city of such a size and provide solutions
high spatial and temporal resolution is necessary. Studies that have been conducted related to the AQ of
Istanbul emphasize on the hourly or seasonal variations in the measurements due to both natural
processes such as weather conditions or the Sahara dust transport and human activities, such as traffic or
domestic heating (Celebi et al., 2010; U. Im et al., 2011; Ulas Im et al., 2011; Koçak et al., 2011; Theodosi
et al., 2010). The necessity of increasing the spatial and temporal resolution is discussed in all these
studies, however due to technical limitations when they were conducted it has been seen that the
situation has not changed drastically since then.
Table 2: SSN measurement availability in Istanbul (https://havakalitesi.ibb.gov.tr/Pages/AirQuality)

Pollutants

Number of
Sensors

ALL

38

Figure

24

CO

18

O3

23

NO2

29

25

SO2

27

PM10

36

PM25

0
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Current projects and challenges
TaxiCap project
One of the projects carried out to contribute to Istanbul's Smart City journey, which is led by Istanbul
Metropolitan Municipality (IMM) was implementing a dynamical air quality measuring and monitoring
system into the taxi caps in Istanbul. With the TaxiCap project, the taxi caps were planned to have a
modern and functional design and equipped with an embedded board connected with various sensors.
Due to facing various challenges, the project is still in the prototype phase and has not been implemented
around the city of Istanbul. There are no official reports or websites referncing to this specific project,
thus the description is based on our discussions and interviews with the members of the IMM.
A prototype static station (prototype device) was mounted near the IBB Aksaray AQM Station in order to
compare outcomes between the official station’s (fixed station) readings and readings of ISBAK’s AQ
Sensor. The other prototype (vehicle application) was mounted on a mobile EDS (Electronic Detection
System) vehicle to collect data from the environment in real-time around the city of Istanbul. The
measured parameters from the ISBAK’s AQ Sensor are, NO2, SO2, O3, CO, PM 2.5, PM 10.
As a result of the comparison between ISBAK’s AQ Sensor (static application) and İBB Aksaray Air Quality
Measuring Station data, PM10, NO2, Temperature, and Humidity values are close to each other. Besides,
PM2.5 and Sound Noise Level data, which are not provided by the station are within the expected values.
On the other hand, there are high differences between the station and ISBAK’s AQ Sensor (static
application) in CO, SO2, and O3 gas values. By evaluating Istabul’s AQ measurements, it is concluded that
the NO2 and PM values are the main pollutants of the city. In this context; it has been concluded that NO2
and PM measurements from ISBAK’s AQ Sensor are reliable compared to the fixed station.
On the other hand, regarding the vehicle application of ISBAK’s AQ Sensor some additional issues were
noticed due to the differences between the application techniques; static and vehicle. Since the ISBAK’s
AQ Sensor (vehicle application) mounted to the mobile EDS vehicle works connected to the ignition; it
only measures air quality while the ignition remain engaged. Once the unit power supplied, the obtained
measured data is out of range and then it takes a while for the data to reach realistic values. For this
reason, significant differences have been observed between static and vehicle prototype data. This
process revealed the demand for solving the energy problem of the device. In order to eliminate this
problem, a battery has been integrated into the vehicle prototype. The battery supplies the prototype
and enables it to measure air quality constantly. With the help of the constant energy supply, peak
measurements have been avoided. ISBAK’s AQ Sensor takes air samples at a certain period of times using
the integrated air pump. The functionality of air pump requires at least five minutes between each run
which causes a decrease in the resolution of the collected data. To overcome such a problem the air
pumps were cancelled and replaced with the use of the ventilation holes. After getting rid of the
restictions caused by the pumps, the collected measured data’s resolution were increased in order to
capture a better picture of the air quality while the vehicle is on move. As a result of this modification, the
sensors became more sensitive to the pressure, airflow, and movements.
In this project, it is observed that the pollutants measured via gas sensors increase the complexity of the
system and requires additional electrical and mechanical works. The sensors measure the pollutant in the
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air by performing a small chemical process. This chemical process takes a minimum of 35-40 seconds. The
pollutants in the air must also be constant and not variable. The system inside the ISBAK’s AQ Sensor
takes air into the circuit boards and the sensors, which are located inside an IP65 box, via an air pump to
provide a sample from the outside air to the sensors. For each air sample sucked by the pump,
approximately one minute is needed for the sensors to complete the measurement process.
The main concern is to create a filtering mechanism in order to prevent from unwanted items such as
dust, water, etc. Although filtering can be applied in various ways, it is important that the filtering should
not change the pollutant to be measured, especially when measuring particulate matter. Regarding the
vehicle application of ISBAK’s AQ Sensor, because of direct sunlight exposure it is very difficult to provide
convenient conditions for the working environment of the gas sensors, yielding to decreasing lifespan of
the sensors.
In addition, it has been foreseen that the device mounted on the vehicle exposed to vibration and high
strikes due to deformations or holes on the roads will have some negative impacts on the lifespan and
calibration of the sensors. It has not been foreseen yet what kind of situations and issues the system will
cause in various regions and various weather conditions in long term. Long-term tests and observations
are required to be made in order to measure pollutant in an environment which is dynamic and directly
exposed by external influences. Other challenges that were reported are related to higher than expected
cost and low quality of the data collected.

Istanbul and Bicycle
Istanbul is establishing “Bicycle Home” aimed to train the citizens on riding a bicycle while the works have
been completed on including Istanbul into the “Eurovelo Route”. The engagement and education of the
citizens to urban mobility is among the basic aims of these works.

Figure 6: Istanbul aligned bicycle roads (https://bisiklet.ibb.istanbul/)
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Although more information is not yet openly available for the specific works, the department of
transportation of the IMM has lately updated released a website regarding the use of bicycles in Istanbul
(https://bisiklet.ibb.istanbul/). Their vision is “making the bicycle network a visible component of the
urban transportation system in line with the goal of sustainable transportation in Istanbul”. Also their
scope includes the integration of a the public transport system with an established continuous bicycle
system Figure 6).
The economic, environmental, social and health benefits of cycling in order to raise awareness about
cycling. Especially when it comes the environmental benefits, bikes are emphasized as viable solution for
not causing air pollution and not consuming fossil fuels. As they state, each car generates 26.5 tons of
waste while bikes on the other hand require much less maintenance, repair and infrastructure than cars.
European CO of a bicycle according to the study conducted by the Federation of cycling the second swing
amount of 210 gr. In addition, they report that cycling provides more opportunities for interpersonal
interaction, since pedestrians and cyclists move at a certain speed, social interaction and perception of
the environment is higher than other types of transportation. In the same website one can find
information and maps regarding the different bicycle roads in Istanbul.
Additionaly, in 07.02.2020 in order to organize and develop the bicycle road network in Istanbul, the
problems and suggestions related to the integrated bicycle path network and infrastructure with the
urban public transportation system were discussed in the workshop organized by the Transportation
Planning Directorate of the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality Department of Transportation. Other
topics included the "Istanbul Bicycle Master Plan" and "Bicycle Paths Design Guide". District
municipalities, non-governmental organizations, media organs, companies, non-provincial municipalities,
relevant directorates from Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality, trade associations, academicians and
bicycle users participated and they were given the right to speak under the 11 topics determined within
the program, and the opinions of the participants regarding the problems and solution proposals
collected under 7 topics were taken. The bike roadmap has been determined with the demands collected
at the end of the workshop, the identified problems and solution suggestions, and our work continues.
In the opening speech of the Head of Transportation Department Utku Cihan, which included the vision,
goals and strategies regarding the development of bicycle transportation in Istanbul, it was stated that
pedestrian, bicycle and public transportation will be supported in the future projects, and the continuity
of the existing projects will be evaluated in line with this goal. He mentioned that a supervisory
mechanism will be established.

Suggestions and Further Steps
Topics on type of the low-cost sensor system deployment
One of the main findings from the literature review that is aligned with the experience from the IMM’s
project suggests is that further examination regarding the installation of sensors on vehicles should be
conducted. Especially when it comes to newly developed sensors, the position of the sensor is related to
the type of vehicle among other factors. Specifically, it was seen that the position of the sensors in the
caps of the taxis, although it could solve many issues related to energy efficiency, was not accurate
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enough for all the particulate matters. Thus, more experimental tests should take place in order to define
the optimal position of the sensor per type of vehicle to collect accurate measurements while not being
affected by self-pollution, air flow, weather condition, dust etc. It should be emphasized that since
sensors can be installed in different types of vehicles (typical vehicles, taxis, buses and trams as discussed
in the next paragraphs) it should be ensured that the type of sensor should also be examined that is
optimal for the different types of vehicles. Additionally, as road surface anomalies can lead to problematic
measurements and calibration of the sensors, the environment of the vehicle should be examined and
taken into account.
In addition, one of the good practices that was followed according to the literature is the calibration of
the sensors by using data from the static sensors that are already deployed in the city. The evaluation of
the accuracy of the low-cost sensor compared to the static sensors was successful and showcased the
potential of such a method. However, this practice could be enhanced by using more than one static
sensor as different topological and traffic characteristic could affect the measurements of the sensors.
Therefore, future approaches should include the calibration of the low-cost sensors spatially and
temporally distributed to ensure that the sensor collects accurate data throughout the day and for
different locations and is thus not affected by externalities. As also discussed in the DEL05 of CAROLINA,
the calibration of the sensors by utilizing novel technologies such as drones should not be abandoned, as
different technologies can cover different technological gaps and thus massively improve the quality of
the collected data.

Figure 7: Istanbul Tramway network
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Moreover, the experience from previous project should not be neglected as significant lessons can be
learnt. For example, a project that is considered as successful and can contribute with good practises is
OpenSense. Specifically, in this project the bus stops were equipped with sensors that would be then
used to calibrate the VSNs. As can be seen in Figure 7, Istanbul has a wide network of tram transit system.
As parts of the tramway are close (or even similar) to the roads that other vehicles use and to pedestrian
areas, the installation of sensors on the rail vehicle could be considered. The energy efficiency of both the
vehicle and the infrastructure can solve many issues related to connectivity and privacy, as existing
networks can be used. Additionally, due to the proximity of the stops to both pedestrians and vehicles,
they can be used as hotspots for calibration, data transmission and/or communication for a system of
CSNs. Moreover, by using vehicles that do not move directly to the same road network as typical vehicles,
but on rails that are in general in better condition and more effective maintenance, the sensors’
measurements will be less affected by bumps and vibrations. Even if some vibration still exists on railway
systems, it is more easily trackable and thus such noise can be massively reduced.
Together with the metrobus bus rapid transit system (Figure 8), Istanbul has a very dense Bus Route
Network (Figure 9) that covers more than 6100 kilometres and more than 4000 buses (Gerçek and Demir,
2008). Therefore, it clearly seen that the existing fleet can be a significant size in terms of spatial and
temporal coverage. As discussed in the next section, citizens’ vehicles should also be part of the AQMS in
order to cover parts of the city that are not well monitored from the abovementioned types.
It should be noted that while bicycles can contribute both as a viable sustainable solution for everyday
commuting and increase spatial coverage if they become part of a potential system, there are significant
caveats that should be taken into account before integrating them in the data collection system. The
technical requirements for a sensor to be installed on a bike are significantly different than the
requirements for a conventional or rail vehicle and thus a different strategy should be followed.
By implementing the above, some crucial steps towards a system with great spatial and temporal
coverage can be established. At the same time, the quality of the data collected by the sensors is
continuously calibrated and tested for increased consistency and quality assurance. As it was discussed
previously, it is vital not only to deploy the sensors in a large area but to introduce a system regarding
their technical operability and calibration through preventing inaccuracies and defects that make the
results unreliable, unusable or misleading.
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Figure 8: Istanbul Metro and Metrobus Bus Rapid Transit System network

Figure 9: Istanbul Bus Route Network
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Topics on open collaborative data collection and citizens’ motivation
One of the issues that is not clear in the Istanbul projects that have taken place so far is the way in which
the findings from the data collection were communicated to the citizens. As it was discussed in the
previous sections, citizens need to feel and actually be part of a system that is directly related to their
health and quality of life. It is clear therefore that any future attempt should establish communication
channels that will distribute information about the AQ in different areas of city and at the same time
educate and motivate citizens to follow the principles of sustainability.
As smartphone ownership is growing rapidly around the globe and the similar trend is appearing in
Istanbul, they can be a game-changer in delivering AQ information to their users. For example, instead of
using a browser to search for something that a user is interested in, specific smartphone applications can
prominently display all of the info one needs based on his/her interests and behaviour. Similar apps have
been proved to be successful in contributing to behavioural change techniques, such as the increase of
physical activity (Middelweerd et al., 2014; Schoeppe et al., 2017). Personalized statistics regarding the
user’s ecological footprint or mobility patterns can be a first basic step. Thus, the development of a
smartphone application which uses gamification elements to increase the users’ participation and
engagement is suggested to be developed. The design of this app could also be integrated to the platform
that is discussed in DEL04 of CAROLINA. For example, the user will be able to see predictions of AQ in the
area of interest and to get significant insights regarding their exposure levels.
At the same time, it can be the communication platform between the data collector (citizen) and the
proper authority, corporation or institution. Through this secure and direct communication channel,
technical support will be provided in case it is required while the user will also be able to ask questions
and express his/her views and concerns for a more effective integration in the decision-making process.
The support of an official recognized institution can also tackle any privacy concerns that the users might
have.
Additionally, in the case of installing sensors on private vehicles or taxis to act as data collectors, it is of
vital significance to incentivise the drivers to collect the appropriate quantity and quality of data. The idea
of proposing alternative routes to collect data from areas with reduced coverage can improve the
efficiency of the system, but it is clear that in order for a driver to deviate from his/her usual route and
possibly increasing his/her commuting time, meaningful reasons should be proposed. The incentives
could promote sustainable mobility while be associated with the reduction in user’s ecological footprint
to further communicate the importance of AQ monitoring. For example, when citizens or taxi drivers
change their route to cover areas with reduced coverage, they could have reductions in their fuel costs,
reduced parking fees or other similar economic incentives. It should be noted that while this kind of
incentives might seem counterintuitive as drivers would increase their driving time, in the long term they
contribute in the improvement of a system that promotes an eco-friendlier behaviour. Thus, the citizen
becomes part of the AQMS while personalized feedback is communicated to assist in the long-lasting
engagement.
Finally, while the proposed smartphone app can be a useful tool in terms of communicating personalized
information like feedback and incentives, using it as part of the hardware of the sensor system is
challenging. Specifically, the low-cost sensor should be in a specific position on the vehicle and is not
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suggested to be attached to the smartphone. However, the sensor could connect via Bluetooth (or similar
wireless technologies) with the smartphone in order to transmit all necessary information packages. In
this way, the user should not be responsible of any complex hardware procedures, but the user
involvement should be limited to already known and simple procedures, like connecting to a Bluetoothenabled car or a Bluetooth headset.

5. Results
The findings from the two directions of the literature review are multidirectional and different aspects of
them were examined that are related to the deployment of a sensor network. The technical issues that
can affect its success or not depend mainly on the different types of sensors have different advantages
and disadvantages. The literature review was categorized by the type of sensor network, including Static,
Community and Vehicle sensor networks. A summary of what was discussed in the previous sections has
been successfully illustrated in (Yi et al., 2015), where a thorough comparison between the different
types is provided and including a “final grade” of each comparison property of SSN, CSN and VSN systems
Figure 10.

Figure 10: Grading result of the six major comparison properties in SSN, CSN and VSN (Yi et al., 2015)

It is clearly seen that there is not a single type of sensor network that outranks the others. For example,
as it has been established, there is a massive difference between SSN in terms of spatial coverage and
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cost efficiency, which is also one of the main factors that the CAROLINA project was initiated. Indeed, it
was seen that rarely a case has been documented where an SSN was successfully deployed without
identifying its drawbacks. Additionally, while the VSN have a more average score, it is seen that the cost
efficiency of the CSN cannot be neglected.
Thus, a hybrid system can take advantage of all the strengths of each system by fusing data from
different sources and is proposed as the most appropriate solution for an innovative, modern and
efficient AQMS. One of the most significant advantages of this system, as seen in different studies, would
be the calibration and outlier detection is very important for adequate data quality. Of course, when an
SSN is already functioning and is available, its endurance, temporal resolution and increased data quality
can be a key part to any successful parallel deployment of a VSN and/or CSN. Although different ways to
calibrate sensors can been found in the literature, corelation of mobile sensors with nearby static sensors
is still an essential best practice (Clements et al., 2017), while the periodic calibration of such sensors is of
vital importance to retain a high measurement accuracy (Hasenfratz, 2015). Since the low-cost sensors
are still not flawless in terms of accuracy, calibration and collecting high quality data should be the
primary goal and should be taken into consideration by policy makers, researchers and practitioners
during the first stages of the design and deployment a network of sensors. It is also important to note
that multiple disciplines need to cooperate for the fine-tuning of the data, including modelers and
machine learning engineers to hardware experts and meteorologists.

Additionally, as it was also discussed in the section related to the deployment of the city of Istanbul, the
position of the sensors should be examined in great detail depending on the different conditions that are
present to the study area. These conditions are related to the weather conditions, traffic conditions, road
environment, type of vehicle etc. Again, another requirement for success is the collaboration between
multiple disciplines in order to maximize accuracy and efficiency in such a multifactorial system.
Similarly, the use of vehicles to deploy community-based sensors, fuses the advantages of VSNs and
CSNs. For example, the VSN’s high mobility and coverage, well-calibrated and maintained sensors, loose
constraint on energy consumption and automatic gathering properties, can overcome some of the
challenges that have been identified in CSNs, like the size and weight of sensors, privacy issues and
operability. Of course, the one should always take into account the caveats of uncontrolled or semicontrolled mobility when specific types of vehicles are utilized (for example certain bus lines, vehicles
fleets or trash-trucks) and the spatial-to-temporal resolution trade-off. It is essential to note that the
position of the sensor should also be examined per different type of vehicle as the different size and
shape of these vehicles, but also the environment they are moving on (trailway or roads) can greatly
affect the sensors’ measurement.
The use of novel technologies should also not be neglected in a future system. Particularly, the utilization
of drones as part of an AQMS was also identified as a potential research direction that could also be
implemented immediately under the right conditions. Their advantage against other methods to collect
data in different altitudes, their ability to cover big areas in small time intervals and their flexibility as a
portable sensor could transform drones into a game changer in a potential AQMS. Additionaly, drones as
an eye-in-the-sky solution can contribute in the estimation of emissions in a city.

The second direction that is related to the engagement of the citizens’ participation identified that some
of the main concerns of the citizens’ participation include privacy, data quality and energy efficiency
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issues. However, it should also be noted that it is important not only to tackle these issues before the
deployment of a sensor network but also to keep the citizens engaged and participating throughout the
data collection process. Thus, quality feedback, technological support, economic or other incentives
should be solicited as communities have been demanding a greater role in decision-making. Especially in
the case of citizens taking also the role of data collectors, they need to have a stronger motivation to fully
become a viable part of the system. The more satisfying the data collection process is for the citizens, the
more the incoming data to be utilized in terms both of quantity, quality and spatial and temporal
coverage.
It was reviewed that both scientists and communities can benefit by community-driven research, but a
basic requirement is to build trust and communication between the different parts that are associated.
The technical expertise alone is not always enough. Hence, citizens can become more motivated when
the health risks are communicated and experience has shown that they have a significant part in defining
the problems, supplying local knowledge and interpreting the results in the context of the local reality
while at the same time improving the relevance of the research questions that are formed.

Finally, it is seen from the discussion regarding the experience from current and past projects in the city
of Istanbul, that the literature has systematically pointed out some of the forewarnings during the early
deployment of such a system. The experience gained from the deployment during the TaxiCap project
together with the experience from similar projects around the world led to the suggestion of some first
steps that should be foreseen in the deployment of a similar system. It was also identified that solving
solely the technical issues is not adequate for a successful system, as its efficiency can be improved
dramatically with the inclusion of citizens in the process through a collaborative approach. The case of
Istanbul is described in the following section in more detail.

Use case in Istanbul
It was seen in Figure 4, that although Istanbul has a dense AQ network, not all particulate matters and
pollutants are measured everywhere (Table 2). Therefore, a hybrid methodology that is identified as the
proposed methodology for Istanbul should include compounds from different systems. The way this could
be implemented practically is described in more detail in the following Table 3.
Table 3: Summary of the proposed Hybrid System

Type of
Sensor
Network

SSN

Installation

Different
parts of
the city

Description

38 Static Sensors for the 6 different pollutants (5 currently being measured),
as described in Figure 4 and Table 2
The upgrade of existing sensors is suggested to measure all pollutants.
The installation of more sensors is suggested to enhance the cailbration of
VSNs and CSNs, for example on Bus Stops, Tram Stops etc.
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Taxis
VSN

Public
Transport
Fleet
Private
Vehicles
and
Vehicles
Fleet

CSN

Further development based on the existing experience from the TaxiCap
project.
Engagement and incentives for more taxi drivers to participate in the
program.
Development of sensor for different type of public vehicles
Development of sensor for different type of private vehicles (conventional,
electric vehicles, automated vehicles etc.) and/or for different fleets (trash
trucks, delivery vehicles etc.)
Engagement and incentives for drivers to participate in the program
Development of sensor for bicycles and e-bikes

Bicycles

Participation of shared bikes
Engagement and incentives for more cyclists to participate in the program

Evaluation of results
As discussed in the Introduction, the aims that were set for the specific deliverable are related to i) the
exploration of the current state of the art in next generation monitoring techniques, ii) consideration of
the open collaboration approach for AQ modelling and monitoring, iii) analysis on what should be the
motivation, what should attract and how to engage citizens to actively contribute towards the reduction
of urban air pollution and iv) based on the findings the city of Istanbul is examined as a specific case
study. After the completion of the literature review with the means that were described in the previous
paragraphs and the discussion between the different partners of the project, the assessment for all the
different aims is considered successful. The main conclusions are discussed in the following section.

6. Conclusions and Lessons learnt
The knowledge gained through reviewing the state-of-the-art in AQMS is the one of the core parts of the
CAROLINA project as the know-how that was obtained during the reviewing process is necessary for a
successful deployment of a low-cost AQMS. The main conclusions of the specific deliverable can be
summarized into:
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•

•

•

•

New knowledge was uncovered, both expected and unexpected. The existing systems were
reviewed to reveal their advantages and disadvantages. The hybrid system was selected as the
most efficient solution, that takes into advantage novel technologies and the existing
infrastructure. The potential of innovative technologies was identified that are still in
experimental stage.
High-potential links between different sensor systems. The potential advantages, opportunities
and challenges of a hybrid system were identified and suggested as the appropriate
methodology for the development of a future, modern and efficient low-cost AQMS.
Connections between the existing technology and open approaches. The way the proposed
system can be integrated into an open and collaborative approach was proposed by including
sensors both on public and private vehicles, identifying potential risks and providing proper
solutions.
Specific incentives and good practises to engage citizens. The latest trends and good practises
related to ways to incentivise citizens into a collaborative AQMS were identified. The important
factors that can increase the possibility of success were acknowledged.

Specific suggestions for the city of Istanbul. A system that includes both public and private citizens
was proposed. Incentives to citizens should be communicated prior and during the deployment of
the system with the development of a smartphone application.

It should be noted that a literature review is a time-consuming process, however it is crucial in order to
justify the efficiency, viability and possibility of a successful deployment of the proposed methodology.
Through this process, the originality of this methodology was discovered and how it is related or not to
previous projects. Significant gaps were discovered in previous researchers or projects that were pointed
out in order to be avoided and demonstrate the preparedness of a future system.
However, as research attempts and projects in the generalized discipline of AQM and specifically the area
of low-cost sensors is a very hot topic, the literature review should be a continuous non-stopping process.
For example, many works that were reviewed were still in starting phase, so in the next years the results
of these works should be studied and carefully be taken into consideration. The use of keywords for the
regular update on the literature review can lead to targeted and consistent results and help in identifying
the high-quality papers.
We should also emphasize that collaboration between researchers, practitioners and authorities is of
major important during the stage of reviewing the state of the art. As it was discovered during the
preparation of this deliverable, the collaboration between the different partners of CAROLINA and the
experience shared between them contributed massively for the completeness of this report. The
feedback and different opinions, the sharing of knowledge and experience, finding out how the different
partners approach CAROLINA from their side are the major factors of the comprehensiveness of this
deliverable, which can be a valuable guide during the design and the implementation stage for any similar
project.
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